Video Games As Art
Video Games As An Art Form?

for a curated list of resources, go to andrewbcorpuz.com/vgames_links

There is a debate as to whether some or all video games can be treated as an art form.

Here are summaries of arguments from both sides.

Arguments In Favor

Arguments Against

Games are developed using artistic and expressive elements from a variety of multimedia including sound, music, narrative, and animation.

Games require rules, win conditions, and other structural elements.
These elements go against the very liberating nature of art.

Games physically and dynamically engage their participants in a highly
visual context, in a plethora of physical settings.

Most games are primarily developed for entertainment, commercial production, and mass consumption.

Games influence culture as much as - if not more than - other art forms.

Games are still in their infancy; there is still yet no video game equivalent of Rembrandt, Shakespeare, or Beethoven.

Games involve player choice which destroys the role of the artist as the
auteur, the primary expressive agent.

Games are shaped to stir a variety of emotions, often eliciting very powerful and life-changing affective responses from players.

Games, like any expressive medium, can find endpoints in art.
of “art games” is proof in of itself.

The genre

Games require game design; design is not a form of art.
Games themselves are not an art of materials; games are a way of approaching or structuring technology and interactive media.

Like media and art movements of the past, games can change how we
look at entertainment and how we think about ourselves and the world.

Recent Influential Events

for a more complete timeline, go to andrewbcorpuz.com/vgames_timeline

Below is a selection of events that have helped shape the recent debate on the intersection of video games and art

2005-2010
Roger Ebert
publishes a series
of articles,
critizing video
games’ status
as an art form

2011
The National
Endowment for
the Arts (NEA)
adds “video games”
to Art Works
grants

Free Games To Try

Play the precursor to
Jenova Chen and thatgamecompany’s “Flower”
and “Journey”, two of the
most cited games in the
games as art movement.

2012
Museum of
Modern Art
(MoMA) announces
decision to acquire
video games as
part of permanent
collection

for a more complete game list, go to andrewbcorpuz.com/vgames_games

Here is a list of suggested games that can help expand one’s conception of gaming.

Cloud
2006, Students of the University of Southern California, PC

2012
The Smithsonian
opens “The Art of
VIdeo Games”, a
travelling exhibition
showcasing the
history of gaming

They are all free downloads or demos!

Judith
2009, Terry Cavanagh and
Stephen Lavelle, PC/Mac

Windosill
2009, Vector Park,
Browser/Download

The Digital Marina
Abramovic Institute
2013, Pippin Barr, Browser

Façade
2006, Michael Mateas and
Andrew Stern, PC/Mac

This lo-fi game — reminiscent of late 20th century
first-person shooters —
provides a unique perspective on revealing
untold, poetic, short stories.

A brief entry into exploring the world of a miniature toy box.

This collaboration with
Abramovic is one of Barr’s
many artistic simulation
games, which also include
“Safety Instructions”, a
typing hysteria on emergency flight protocol.

Taking five years to produce, the award-winning,
one-act interactive drama
showcases the potential
plasticity of gaming experiences.

Ideas Moving Forward
Makers: Make games with a primary purpose other than money, entertainment, or education:
examples: collab. with artists, connect to or investigate audiences’ personal memories and
deep psychological responses, explore worlds of intense and timeless aesthetic beauty, etc.
Educators: Help increase media literacy and technology skills; this will help focus youth’s ability to think critically while gaming, understand the relationship between sensory stimuli and narrative, and develop opportunities for collaborative and independent game and media production
Producers, Art Administrators, & Media: Connect the power of more well-accepted art
traditions with the interactive, highly immersive media-rich nature of video games
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